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AGREEMENT 
between 
REGIONAL TRANSIT SERVICE, INCORPORATED 
and 
AMALGAMATED TRANSIT UNION 
LOCAL 282 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1,1998 
PREAMBLE 
This Agreement entered into by and between the REGIONAL TRANSIT SERVIC 
INCORPORATED, party of the first part, hereinafter called the "Company" and AMALGAMATE 
TRANSIT UNION, LOCAL 282, Rochester, New York, party of the second part, hereinafter call 
the "Union". 
WITNESSETH 
The purpose of this Agreement is: 
... To promote and insure harmonious relations, cooperation, and understanding between the Compar 
and the Union. 
... To insure true collective bargaining and to establish a standard for hours, rateof pay, and worki~ 
conditions. 
1. CONFORMITY TO LAW CLAUSE 
This Agreement and its component provisions are subordinate to any present or future federal or Ne 
York laws and regulations. If any federal or New York law or regulation, or the final decisions of a1 
Federal or New York court or administrative agency affects any provisions of this Agreement, eal 
such provision will bedeemed amended to theextent necessary to comply with such law, regulatior 
or decisions, but otherwise this Agreement will not be affected. 
2. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
The Company retains all rights not expressly relinquished in this Agreement or in the Agreeme 
pursuant to Section 13(C) of the Urban Mass Transportaiion Act of 1964, as amended, between tl 
City of Rochester, New York, the County of Monroe, New York, and Local 282 ofthe Amalgamatt 
Transit Union, AFL-CIO. The Company shall have the right to exercise all normally accept( 
management prerogatives in the conduct of its business and in the interests of safe and efficient pub1 
service subject to the terms of this Agreement. 
3. RECOGNITION OF UNION , 
The Company agrees to recognize the Union as the sole and exclusive bargaining agency for ; 
employees of the Company, except office and clerical employees, inspectors, loaders, cashier 
dispatchers, checkers, radio controllers, stationary engineers, supervisory employees, and radio ar 
farebox technicians. (The foregoing covered employees and members of the bargaining unit shall t 
referred to in the contract as "employees".) 
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TREATMENT WITH THE UNION 
The Company agrees to meet and treat with the properly accredited officers of the 
Union on all grievances that may arise. 
It is also agreed and understood that the Chief Executive Officer of the Company or his 
representative with comparable decision making authority shall meet and treat with Enion 
Representatives on terms and conditions of employment. working conditions, health and safety. 
rates of pay. and all other issues that are mandatory andlor permissible subjects of negotiations 
as defined by the New York State Public Employment Relations Board. The Company and the 
Union will meet at the Company's principal place of business between 9:00 a.m. and 500 p.m. 
times and places by mutual consent. Monday through Friday. excluding holidays. 
The Chief Executive Officer shall treat with the representatives of the Union on grievances that 
cannot be satisfactorily adjusted with other Company officials. 
The Company will make available in the Union mail box and to the affected Union representatives 
all Company notices and all other peninent information prior to posting and/or making the 
information available to the bargaining unit employees. It is understood that notices that affect 
terms and conditions of emplo!:ment will be discussed with the Union prior to posting. 
GRIEVANCES 
Definition of a Grievance 
I .  A grievance is detined to be: 
Any controversy between the Company and the Union as to any matter involving the 
interpretation or application of the terms of this Agreement or any controversy between the 
Company and the Union arising out of the terms of this Agreernent. or any controversy that 
may include and invol\je past practices. work rules. additional agreements or conformity to 
law clauses. 
2 .  The Cornpan! and the Union aFree that the definition of a past practice is as follows: 
In [he absence of a written past agreement. a past prdctice. to be binding. must be unequivocal. 
clearl!. understood. and readily ascenainable ove: a reasonable period of time as a fixed and 
established practice accepted by both panics. 
Grie\.ance Procedure 
At all tirnes during [he grievance prtx-edure. the employee shall be entitled to have a Union 
representari\.c appear with hini or her. 
.L\ gricvcince shc~ll he subniitred in wifing citing the contract clause. agreement. work rule. 
or past practice \diich has been violated within ten (10) working days from when the 
employx becomes aware of the alleged violation. This grievance must be signed for by the 
official in charge and a copy returned to the grievant and the Union. 
The grievance shall he answered in wifing by the Company no more than ten ( 10) business 
days after the receipt ofthe grievance. .4 business day is defined as a calendar day. Upon 
receipt of  a written grie\.ance. the Company may. if they so deem. settle the grievance 
imniediatel~. 
I f  the ~rie\.nnce is denied. the grie\mt has ten ( 10) husiness days la business day is defined 
35 a calendar da!.) to request a hearing in person. At the time of a requesl for ;I hearing. the 
erizvant tvill give three dates fhetween Y:00a.n1. ;ind 5:OC) p.m.) of availabiliry. These dates 
niust hc within thin! (30) calendis day>. The Company will choose one of these dates and 
the times for the hearing. It'nonr of these dates are available the grievant will he requested 
10 gi \e  three I.?) more. The Company will make every effon to conduct a hearing on one of 
the dates requested. A hearing date. once set. will only be changed in case of an emeqency 
oreement. or by mutual a, 
The Company shall give its decision. in writing. no more than ten (10) business days (a 
business day is defined as a calendar day) after the hearing. 
If the grievance is denied. the grievant has ten (10) business days (a business day is defined 
as a calendar day) from when grievant received the answer to file an appeal for a second 
step hearing. At the time of the request for a hearing. the grievant will give three (3) dates 
(between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.) of availability. These dates must be within thiny (30) 
calendar days of request. The Company will choose one of those dates and times for the 
hearing. If none of those dates are available. the grievant will be requested togive three (3) 
more. The Company will make every etiort to conduct a hearing on one of the dates requested. 
A hearing date. once set. will only he changed in case of emeqency or by mutual agreement. 
The second step hearing officer shall give a decision. in writing. no more than ten (10) 
business days !a business day is defined as a calendar day) after the grievance hearing is 
held. 
If the grievance is denied at the second step. the grievant has ten (10) business days (a 
business day is defined as a calendar day) to tile an appeal to the Chief Executive Ofiicer or 
hislher designee. Designee may be VP Human Resources. VPOperations. Chief of Staff. or 
Chief Financial Officer. At the timeof a request for a hearing, the grievant will give three 
(3) dates (between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.) of availability. These dates must be within 
thirty (30) calendar days. The Company will choose one of these dates and the time for the 
hearing. If none of these dates are available. the grievant will be requested to give three (3) 
more. The Company will makeevery effort to conduct a hearing on one of the dates requested. 
A hearing date. once set. will only be changed in case of an emergency or by mutual 
agreement. 
The Chief Executive Officer or hidher designee shall g'ive a decision. in writing, no more 
than ten (10) business days (a business day is defined as a calendar day) after the hearing. 
If the grievance has not been satisfactorily resolved. the grievant may go to arbitration 
under Section 8 and must submit to the Company the intent to arbitrate within forty (40) 
days. 
All decisions must be in writins and copies of all decisions must be sent to the Union ofice. 
Failure to be timely by either party will result in resolution in the other party's favor. 
All rights to grievance belong to the Union. 
DISCIPLINE/DISCHARGE 
Charges must be filed within ten (10) working days from the date ofthe alleged infraction. This 
charge must be given in writing to the employee. Said employee shall be entitled. if he or she so 
desires. to have a Union representative appear with him or her at any time including the reading 
of the charges. 
A hearing must be scheduled (between 9 9 0  a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on a scheduled working day) 
within ten ( 10) working days of the date when the employee is made aware of the charge(s). 
The employer must give a decision. in writing. within ten (10) working days of the hearing. 
The employee may file an appeal toa second level hearing officer if not satisfied with theoutcome 
of the hearing. This appeal must be filed within ten (10) business days (a business day is defined 
as a calendar day) of receiving the decision. No new charges regarding the issue at hand may be 
filed or submitted against the employee during the disciplineldischarge process. 
E. The second level hearing officer must give a decision, in writing. within ten (10) working days of 
the hearing. 
F. The employee may file an appeal to the ChiefExecutive Officer or hisher designee. if not satisfied 
with the outcome of the second level appeal. This appeal must be filed within ten ( 10) business 
days la business dav is defined as a calendar dav) of receiving the decision. 
G. The Chief Executive Officer or hisher designee must give a decision. in writing. within ten 1 10) 
working days of the hearing. If the employee is not satisfied with that decision. the Union on 
behalf of the employee may proceed to arbitration according to Section 8. 
H. All decisions must be in writing and copies of all decisions must be sent to the Union oftice. 
I. If found not guilty of  the alleged offense, the employee will: 
1. Be reimbursed for all time lost: 
2. Suffer no loss of  seniority; 
3. Suffer no loss of benefits; (i.e. be made whole). 
J. When any employee is summoned to answer a charge before an official and has k e n  excused or 
has been found not guilty of the alleged offense. no other charges shall be read. 
K. In the record kept by the Company for the violation of rules. or when an eniployer answers a 
charge before an official in charge, the statement that the employe makes in his or her drirnsr 
shall be made pan of the employee's permanent record. 
L. Failure to be timely by either pany will result in resolution in the other party's favor. 
M. Discipline. with the exception of discharge, will not be scheduled until the internal appeal process 
has been resolved. 
N. An employee will be taken out of service (i.e. not allowed to work without a hearing with a 
supervisor) only in the following instances: 
1. Acts which represent a danger to the general public: 
2. Suspected mishandling of Company property: 
3. Gross negligence: 
4. Insubordination. 
7. CLEAN RECORD RULE 
1. Any employee who has not been called in for discipline for poor attendance for a period of 
twelve months shall be considered to have a clean attendance record for purposes of further 
discipline. Consecutive absences of longer than thirty (30) days do not count towards the 
calculation of clean record time. 
2. Any employee who has not had a preventable accident within eighteen months shall be 
considered to have a clean accident record. Consecutive absences of longer than thiny (30) 
days do not count toward the calculation of clean record time. 
8. ARBITRATION 
A. The arbitration sections of this Agreement shall apply only to matters ofgrievance and dismissal 
or discharge of employees. Any matter of grievance. including dismissal or discharge, which 
cannot be satisfactorily settled between the parties, shall be submitted to an arbitrator, set up in 
accordance with the procedures hereinafter described. 
B. Either pany desiring to arbitrate any matter or grievance. which cannot be satisfactorily settled 
between the parties, shall notify the other in writing and either simultaneously with such notice. 
or within ten (10) days thereafter, shall submit in writing the name and address of its representative, 
and within ten (10) days after receiving such written notice and designation. the party upor 
whom such demand for arbitration has been made. shall submit to the other in writing the namt 
and address of its representative. The two representatives. thus chosen, shall within ten (10) day! 
thereafter. select an impartial arbitrator. In the event that the two representatives are unable tc 
select an impartial arbitrator within ten (10) days. they shall forthwith request the Amencar 
Arbitration Association to furnish a panel of five (5) names from which the parties 
shall alternately strike two (2) names each. The remaining name shall become the arbitrator. 
such choice to be made within ten i10) days after the receipt of such panel. The parties shall nor 
be bound to arbitrate or conduct the arhitration pursuant to the rules of the American Arbitration 
Association. 
The arbitrator appointed in accordance with the provisions herein contained. shall immediately 
organize and proceed to hear and determine the dispute. disagreement orcontroversy. The written 
decision or award of the arbitrator shall be final, conclusive and hinding upon the parties. Unless 
i t  is otherwise determined by said arbitrator, the award shall be retroactive to the date of the 
commencement of the dispute. the disaccreement. suspension. discharge or controversy. 
The compensation of the arbitrator and the expenses of the arbitrator shall be home as follouvs: 
Each party shall jointly pay the compensation of the arbitrator selected. as well as such other 
legitimate expenses as shall be necessary to conduct and successfully conclude the arbitration. 
The parties agree that during the term of this Agreement. and upon conforming to the grievance 
procedure defined by this contract. and upon conforming to the terms of this contract and/or 
decision of an arbitrator. as herein prolided. there shall be no lockout on the pan of the Company. 
and the Union agrees that there shall be no strikes. walkouts. stoppages or slowdown of work. 
The parties hereto do hereby expressly wake the provisions of Section 7503 of the Civil Practice 
Law and Rules of the State of New York and the rights therehy secured. and expressly covenant 
and agree that under no circumstances will either of them apply to the Supreme Coun of the 
State of New York. or any other Court. for the appointment of a third or impartial arbitrator. 
PROBATIONARY PERIOD 
. I 
a A11 new emplo!eec who enter the service of the Company shall he on prohat~on with the Company for 
( 1 a period of one hundred twenty ( 1201 days / 1 10. CHECK OFF 
The Company agrees to check off all dues. general assessments and the \,oluntary COPE Program 
from all employees represented hy the Union in accordance with Section 3 of this Agreement. 
11. INSURANCE 
The Company agrees to provide the following programs for all employees: 
A. SHORTTERM DISABILITY 
The Company will pay the full prenliunl for a statutor!; sickness and non-occupational accident 
plan for each employee. The henefits under this plan shall begin with theeighth day of sickness 
or accident. Amounts and duration of henefits shall be in accordance with the New York State 
Disability Benefit Law. - 
B. WORKERS' COMPENSATIOE 
The Company will pay the full premium for an occupational injury insurance program to provide 
benefits as defined h!. the New York State Workers' Compensation Board to employees who 
susrain job related injuries. 
C. MEDICAL G: HOSPITALIZATIOS 
The Company will pa! ninety percent (90%- 1of the premium for an individual or dependent Blue 
CrosslBlue Shield Preferred Blue Million Plan for employees electing such coverage, Employees 
will pay ten percent (10%) of the premium through payroll deduction. A 55.00 co-payment 
Prescription Drug Program shall be provided under the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Contract. The 
Company will pay ninety percent (90%) of the premium for employees electing coverage under 
the available alternative medical plans. Employees will pay ten percent (10%) of the premium 
through payroll deduction. The Company will pay 100% of the premium for single or famil! for 
employees who elect Blue Choice Select. 
An employee wi l l  be permitted to elect not to be covered by the Company's medical and 
hospitalization insurance, i f  the employee provides the Company with evidence of other health 
insurance coverage. An employee may elect non-coverage only during the open enrollment 
period. and evidence of other health insurance coverage must be provided on a monthly basis. 
An employee who elects non-coverase will be paid an annual cash bonus of 5600 for single 
coverage or $1.200 for the family plan, to be paid at the end of the annual period for which the 
non-coverage applies. 
DENTAL PLAN 
The Company will pay up to S19.50 per month per employee toward a dental insurance plan 
which will provide up to 1509 of the "Schedule of Ser\:ices and Supplies" of the insurance 
contract. I f  the premium should exceed $19.50. the Union \\.ill have the option of payinp the 
excess through payroll deduction or lower the percentage of the schedule provided to a level 
which can be purchased for the $19.50 premium. The Company and the Union \\.ill jointly 
choose a provider. 
The maximum monthly Company contribution toward the dental insurance plan wi l l  be 
increased from $19.50 to: $23.50 effective January I. 1995: S25.50 effective Januar! I .  1996. 
and: $27.50 effective January I. 1997. 
LIFE INSURANCE 
The Company will pay the full premium for a Group Life Insurance policy providing S40.000on 
the life of  each employee. 
ACCIDENTAL DEATH l2 DISMEMBERMENT 
The Company will pay the full premium for a Group Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
Insurance Policy. The maximum principal amount shall be increased to and maintained at the 
sanir level as the principal amount of  life insurance provided under paragraph E of this section 
for the accidental death and disniemherment contract. 
The insurance premiums w i l l  be paid by the Company for up to one ( I )  fu l l  year 
following an employee's inability to work due to sickness. Upon recovery. such employee shall 
be eligible for full reinstatement with all seniority. pension. and vacation rights. 
The Company will provide up to S8.50 per month per employee for a Vision Care Insurance 
Plan. The Company and the Union will jointl! choose a provider. 
The Company reserves the right to provide all the insurances and henetits granted in the foregoing 
Sections A. B. C. E. F. G. and J by any method or insurer of i t s  choice. 
Efiective January 1. 1995. the Company shall provide all full-time and pan-time employees with 
$100.000 insurance in the event o f  loss o f  l i fe resulting from a hold-up or 
other felonious act occurring during the perforniance o f  their joh duties. The annual 
prcmiul~i cost to the Company shall nor exceed 52.75 per covered employee. 
VACATIONS 
All employees covered by this contract who ha\:e been in continuous service one I I) year or 
more hut less than t\vo ( 2 )  years shall be granted one I I )  week's vacation with pay: those who 
have been in continuous service two (2) years or more shall he granted t\vo ( 2 )  weeks' vacatinn 
with pay: those who Iiave six ( 6 )  years or niore of continuous service shall be granted three ( 3 )  
weeks' vacation with pay: those who have thirteen (13) years or more of continuoussenice shal 
be granted four (4) weeks' vacation with pay: those who have twenty (20) years or more o: 
continuous service shall be granted five (5) weeks' vacation with pay: and those who have twent) 
seven (27) years or more of continuous service shall be granted six (6) weeks' vacation with pay. 
Ernployees will be paid vacation hours equivalent to their basic work-week hours. 
The vacation period for the Transportation employees will extend through the calendar year. in 
accordance with a schedule b!: the Company. 
The vacation period for Mechanical and Non-Mechanical employees will extend from March 1 
to November 30 and the weeks including New Years Day and Christmas Day. in accordance with 
a schedule by the Company and will be picked in the month of December. 
Vacation period will commence on the Monday nearest the starting date and extend to the Sunday 
nearest to November 30. Employees who so desire may take their vacation outside the stated 
vacation periods. 
Picking of vacations in the Transportation Department shall be concurrent with the 
January general pick. Ernployees unable to be present for the vacation picking in 
this period shall write out and sign a vacation choice siip and leave same with Company 
official conducting vacation picking. Employees not present and failing to leave a 
vacation choice slip will be assigned vacation weeks by a Union official. Employees 
working and unable to be present for vacation picking may leave choices. but in the 
event such choices are not available at the time such emplovees would pick. then 
such employees will be given the opportunity to pick their own  vacation.^ with no 
lost time. In no event. will any operator who is working be picked in. 
An employee to qualify for vacation must have worked at least two hundred (200) 
days during either the immediately preceding calendar year. or the twelve ( I ? )  mont'hs 
prior to the start o f  hislher vacation and must have been in the employ of the Company 
as of December 3 1.  preceding hidher vacation. 
An employee shall become eligible for vacation at any time during the calendar year 
on the anniversary date of hislher employment. 
An employee who works less than two hundred (200) days will be penalized one ( I )  
vacation day for each ten (10)  days not worked under the two hundred (200) day 
qualifications. (Absences on account of illness of three days or more. Union business. 
jury duty and vacations shall be counted as days worked for the purpose of this two 
hundred (200) day qualification.) 
It is understood that employees will receive their vacation pay before leaving on 
their vacation. An employee who is discharged or resigns shall receive vacation 
pay for which helshe is entitled. In the event of the death of an employee, hislher 
estate or other legally appropriate representative shall receive the vacation pay to 
which helshe was entitled. 
Employees with s three or more week vacation entitlement will be allowed to 
reserve one week of their vacation to be used one day at a time. Prior to 
November 1st an employee must inform the Company of hislher desire to use this 
day-at-a-time option. This provision will become effective with the December 
1995 vacation pick. After consulting with the Union, the Company will promulgate reasonable 
rules and procedures to govern application and administration of the program, including a use-it 
or-pay-it provision. 
13. HOLIDAYS 
The Company agrees to pay eiphr (8) hours srraighr rime to all employees covered by 
this conrract who are eligible on the following holidays; New Years Day, Martin 
Lurher King Day. Good Friday. Decoration Day. Fourth of July. Lahor Day, 
Thanksgiving Day, Chrisrmas. seniority date and the employee's birthday. 
The birthday and anniveisary holidays will be considered optional working holiday. Employees 
desiring to work on either their binhda~ or anniversary dare will sign the book at least seyen (7)  
days in advance. 
Employees signing the book will be expected to work on their birthday andior anniversary and 
will be paid the value of their day's uark plus eight (8) straight-time hours holiday pay. 
Employees who work on a holiday wil l .be paid eight ( 8 )  hours at their respective 
straight-time rates. this is to be over and above any time worked on that day. 
Employees who are off will be paid eight (8 )  hours at their respective straight-rime 
pay provided they work on the day preceding and also on the day following rhe 
holiday. unless it is their regular day off, or if rhey have been excused. 
Any employee who is reported sick and has been off at leasr five ( 5 )  consecutive 
days following the holiday shall receive holiday pay. This shall nor apply ro employees 
off more than rhirry (30) days prior ro a holiday. Any employee unable to work 
because of injuries suffered on [he job prior ro rhe holiday shall receive holiday pay. 
If an employee is excused or reporrs on rhe dax preceding andlor rhe day following a 
holiday. helshe shall be paid for the holiday time. 
Holiday pay will not apply to the time counred for eight (8 )  hour drop for extra 
employees, nor will i r  apply ro minimum rime ior exrra employees. 
Holiday pay will not be counted in toral hours for week in computing overtime pay for fony (10) 
hours per week. 
To be eligible for holiday pay. employees must be on Company payroll ar least thirty 
(30) days. 
It will not be necessary for employees ro put in time sheets for holiday pay. 
Employees scheduled to work on holidays and failing to reporr without reasonable 
cause shall not receive pay for the holiday. 
Paid sick-leave days cannor be used for the purpose of creating eligibility for holiday 
pay under Section D hereof. 
FREE TRANSPORTATION 
A. The Company aerees ro furnish free transportation to the employee on all lines owned. leased or 
operated by the Company in the localities in which they are employed. 
B. Employees riding on free transportation shall not occupy seats to the exclusion of 
revenue passengers. 
C. The Company agrees to provide free transportation to retirees and their spouses. 
D. Upon payment of  a twenty-five dollar deposit. the Company agrees to provide a 
bus pass ro the spouse of all active employees. The deposit is refundable upon 
return of the pass to the Company. 
15. BEREAVEMENT 
In the event of death occurring in an employee's family (i.e.. mother. father, spouse. grandmothel 
grandfather. child. brother, sister. mother-in-law. father-in-law. son-in-law. daughter-in-law, brother 
in-law. sister-in-law, grandchild), the employee shall be excused from work for a period of up to thret 
(3) days. The three (3) days will be determined as three (3) working days within ten (10) days fron 
the date of death. The amount of pay an employee will receive will be eight (8) hours per day at thr 
straight-time rate for each of the three (3) days. If an employee is on vacation when a death occurs 
bereavement will be added to the end of vacation. 
16. JURY DUTY 
Employees absent because ofjury duty will be compensated for the difference between jury duty pa) 
received for scheduled work days and the eight (8) hours straight-time pay for such scheduled work 
days. Proof of such jury duty is to be made by presenting a jury duty affidavit to the Company 
official's office. 
17. LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
Employees will be permitted to take a leave of absence of no more than thirty (30) consecutive days 
in one calendar year providing that there is sufticient work force in the judgement of the Company. 
Extensions may be requested by letter or in person at least five (5) days prior to the expiration of this 
first leave of absence. 
While on a leave of absence. an employee will not be called for w r k .  
An employee may return from a leave of absence earlier than the requested time. but he or she shall 
work the extra list until the expiration of the original leave of absence. 
Employees off on a leave of absence shall not take any other employment without the consent of the 
Company and the Union. 
18. SICK AND PERSONAL TIME 
Employees with less than three (3) year's seniority will accrue sick days at the rate of one 
quarter i I/;)) day of sick leave per month. Employees with three (3) or more years' seniority will 
accrue sick days at the rate of one-half ( 112) day of sick leave per month. 
Employees may. at their option. use up to two (2) of the above-mentioned sick days for 
personal purposes. 
In addition to the sick 1eai.e provision. employees \rith one ( I )  or two (2) years of seniority will 
be granted t\\.o ( 2 )  personal days on their anni\.ersary date. Employees with three (3) or more 
years of seniority will he granted two (2) personal days on November 1 of each year. 
It  is understood that the maximum number of personal days allowed in any one year will be four 
(4) and that employes wishing to take personal days must request them in advance and be 
cleared by their supervisor. 
Sick time may be accumulated up to one hundred twenty (120) days. Any unused 
accumulation of paid sick leave shall he cancelled upon termination of an employee's 
service with the Company. irhether voluntary or otherwise. except that an employee at 
the time of  retirement shall he paid for Fifty percent (50%) of the number of days of 
unused accumulated sick leave. subject to the maximum accumulation of one hundred 
twenty (170) days. at the employee's daily rate of pa! in effect at the time of retirement. 
After I5 years of service. 50% pa). for unused sick leave upon terrnination of service. 
Sick leave payout is iorieited it' involuntary terniination occurs. 
Sick time benefits may only be utilized for sickness or non-job related injuries which 
prevent an employee fronl \rorking. Sick time may be used only for full days of absence. 
D. Employees off on sick or personal time shall not take any other employment withou 
the consent of the Company and the Union. 
19. CLEARING FROM LEAVE OF ABSENCE AND SICK LEAVE 
Any employee who is reported sick or granted leave of absence shall be permitted to clear in person 
by messenger or by telephone through the dispatcher or official in charge that hdshe will be on dury 
the next day and shall not be required to do any work on the day on which heishe clears. Such 
clearings shall be made before 3:00 p.m. Employees whose regular work finishes after 10:00 p.m. on 
consecutive days shall have until 9:00 a.m. on the day following the first day offsick to clear for work 
that day. After 9:00 a.m. the following day. all clearings shall be made by 3:00 p.m. the da! before. 
This shall also apply to extra operators holding runs for one ( I )  week or more. 
20. EXCUSED FROM WORK 
A. Full Days (Layoff Book) 
An open layoff book shall be maintained at the Dispatcher's Office for Transponation employees 
and at the Mechanical Office for Maintenance employees to sign for a day or days that they wish 
to be absent, and the first two employees registered for a particularday or days shall be guaranteed 
the day or days off. Employees must sign the book not more than (20) days ahead of desired 
day(s) of absence, i t  being understood. however. that employees off on the previous Sunday with 
hisher name in the book shall not be off on the following Sunday. unless all the others who have 
their names in the book and did not get off the previous Sunday have been let off. Employees 
registered in this book must sign in person and in ink to be dated not niore than twenty (20) days 
ahead of any day they desire to be absent. Each emplo~ee shall place the date opposite hisher 
name in the book at the time hisher application for days off is made. Officers of the Union will 
be responsible for the layoff book on New Years and Christmas. 
Time off will be approved or disapproved two (2) days prior to the day requested.Employees will 
be able to verify time off after 3:00 p.m.. two (2) days prior to the day requested. 
B. Pan Days or Trips (Layoff Slate) 
The layoff slate will be set out at 4:00 p.m. to allow operators to sign in ink for halves 
or trips for which they wish to be excused. The operator's name. run number. and 
description of times of work niust appear on the slate. Work appearing on the layoff 
slate will be covered based on the times of [he work and the availability of extra operators 
to cover the work and operators with their names on the slate must check with the 
dispatcher to receive verification of being excused. 
After the layoff slate has been taken in at 4:00 p.m.. any funher work will be accepted at the 
discretion of the dispatcher. The layoff slate shall he attached to the daily work board. 
21. LEAVE OF ABSENCE-UNION 
Board niembers of the Union who desire leave of absence for Union business shall have such leave of 
absence at any time when the business oithe Union demands their absence providing 23-hours notice 
shall be given of such request for leave of absence. except in case of enierrency. Board members of 
the Union shall be allowed time off for Union business only when such business relates to the employees 
covered hy this Agreement. In addition. the four executiveofticers of the Union shall be allowed time 
off for Llnion business when such husinrss does not relate to the employees covered by this Agreenient. 
22. SENIORITY RIGHTS 
A. Any employe appointed to any oflicial position \r,ith the Company will be allowed to return to 
!liJlitr li,rnier position within sis (6) nlonths without loss of seniority. Afier six 161 months. an 
cniplo!t.e may. iitlie Cornpan! so desires. return to hisher iornler position with seniority rights 
rcvening to the date ol'appointment to the Company position. 
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B. Any employee elected or appointed to any office in the Union whereby histher dutil 
take himther from histher work with the Company, shall be allowed. upon histh! 
retirement from such office, to take histher former position with the Company with fu 
seniority rights. The Company will pay all pension, medical and life insurance fi 
Union officers on leave of absence. To the extent that the Union represents employec 
other than those covered by this Agreement or employed by Lift Line, Inc.. the benefi* 
presently paid on behalf of two Union officials shall be prorated according to the numb( 
of employees represented. That is. if the number of Regional Transit Service, Inc.Il-i: 
Line, Inc. employees equals 809 of the total employees represented by the Union ( c  
such other local of the Amalgamated Transit Union for which the two Union official 
have responsibility). then the Company will only pay for 808 of the fringe benefits fa 
those Union officials. 
The Union will provide its officers disability. workers' compensation and vacations. 
C. Separate seniority lists will be maintained for the Transportation, Maintenance. Mechanical an1 
Non-Mechanical Departments. 
D. When an employee transfers from one department to another. said employee will retair 
all seniority rights in the former depanment for six (6) months. After six (6) months 
an employee remaining in a new department will have waived and forfeited all seniorit) 
rights in the former depanment. 
23. APPEARANCES ON COMPANY BEHALF 
When an employee is summoned to the Claims Department of the Company or as a witness in a 
lawsuit. hetshe must appear and helshe shall be paid for the time consumed. If helshe is taken from 
hisher run and not restored to the run. hdshe shall receive hisher day's pay. If the combination of 
time consumed exceeds eight hours. the employee will be paid time and one-half for those hours over 
eight (8). 
24. PAY DAY 
Thursday of each week is to be known as "pay day". In those weeks in which Monday. Tuesday or 
Wednesday is a holiday, then Friday will be known as "pay day". but employees working after midnight 
Thursday shall be paid on completion of the day's work. 
25. WORK-WEEK REGULAROPERATORS 
Regular operators are operators whose names appear on run guides. The work week for all bus 
operators shall be on the basis of eight (8) hours per day and five (5) days per week. All work over and 
above eight (8) hours daily and forty (40) hours weekly. exclusive of reporting and cash-in time but 
including journey time, shall be paid for on the basis of time and one-half. 
A. No regular run picks will have more than two (3) tricks assigned. 
B. On regular runs when the assigned work exceeds both eight (8) hours work and the 
10-112 hours spread. the spread penalty will be paid over and above the time and 
one-half payment for work over eight (8) hours. This provision provides time on time. 
The Company agrees that the days off of regular operators shall be consecutive where possible. 
26. SPREAD TIME-REGULAR OPERATORS 
At least fifty percent (50%) of all scheduled runs shall be laid out with outside time not to exceed nine 
(9) hours and thiny 130) minutes and in no case is a scheduled run to have outside time in excess of 
twelve and one-half ( I  7 -) hours. The operators having scheduled runs with outside time exceeding 
ten and one-half ( I 0  -) hours shall receive compensation at the rate of time and one-half for such 
outside time exceeding ten and one-half ( I  0-) hours. 
27. GUARANTEED RUNS 
All regular runs of six (6) hours and less than eight (8) hours. shall pay eight (8) hours straight-time. 
There will be a class of runs known as packages. Packages must include some school work. need not 
have Saturdays, Sundays and holidays off. have a maximum 13-hour cycle. and may be eliminated if 
the work is not operated for a period of fourteen ( 14) consecutive days. At all pickings an operator 
must pick the list and then must pick hisher package when posted. The number of packages will be 
specified as near as possible at the time of general picking. These runs will be governed by the 
guarantee, ovenime and such other provisions as may be applicable to extra operators' work. 
The Company will have the right to assign package run operators whose work is cancelled on a given 
day to any open work that falls within the hours of their cancelled work. 
There will be a class of runs known as "6000 runs". "6000 runs" must include some esperimenta] 
work or some Park & Ride work. have maximum 13-hour cycle. and must have Saturdays. Sundays, 
and holidays off. 
28. EXTRA TRIPS-RUN MAKEUP 
Noshop or extra trips will be added to the regular schedules. but it is understood that the Company 
may make up runs, if necessary. on more than one line. 
29. RUNS POSTING-TIME ADJUSTMENTS 
Relief and distribution of time for all runs shall be adjusted between the officials of the Company and 
an officer of the Union. The Union shall be notified seven (7) days prior to posting when new boards 
are to be posted and the effective date for operation of said boards. 
30. GENERAL PICKS AND SCHEDULES 
A. It is understood that one general seniority will prevail for all bus lines. 
B. An employee whose seniority would entitle himlher to pick a run at a general picking 
shall have the choice of pickins the extra board until the next general picking. An 
operator picking the extra board shall not be entitled to pick a run until the next general 
picking. The number of extra operators shall be determined by the Company. 
C. There will be four picks each year. a general picking effective the months of January 
and April. a Summer picking effective with the summer schedules. and a fall picking 
effective with the Fall schedules. All time lost in pickings shall be deducted at straight 
time rates. 
D. At the general picking, as outlined in paragraph C of this section, Saturday. Sunday. 
and holiday runs will be picked i n  seniority at the time of such general picking. and 
such runs will be numbered after pickinp so that run numbers will correspond with 
daily run guides. 
E. All run guides. paddles. and trip sheets shall be posted five (5) days before going into 
effect. except that for a general picking. such posting shall be five (5) days before the 
picking starts. It is understood that this shall not apply to emergency picks. All run 
guides. paddles, trip sheets, and seniority lists shall be posted for general picking in the 
Operator's room. 
F. All extra work will be posted including days off. 
G. The selection of runs shall be in accordance with general seniority. Runs go into effect 
on Monday. five (5) days after picking. 
H. The Company will pay to the Union the equivalent of fifty (50) hours of straight-time 
pay at the top operator's rate to supervise each pick. 
I. If any operator fails to sign up in  his or her turn within a reasonable time. an officer o 
the Union shall sign for him or her the best run that may be open nearest to the run helc 
prior to such picking. 
It is understood that any errors in the picking will be corrected by the Union at no cos 
to the Company. unless incorrect information is provided by the Company. 
Article 30H will be strictly adhered to. 
31. LINE PICKING 
A. If any operator fails to sign up i n  his or her turn within a reasonable time, an officer 
of the Union shall sign for him or her the best run that may be open nearest to the 
run held prior to such picking. 
B. The run guides governing line picks will be posted in the Dispatcher's Office. 
C. Line picking of runs will take place when timetables change or vacancies occur. 
D. At all times. when an operator is off over fifteen (15) working days. except vacation. 
he or she shall be picked out. In this instance. the operator pickine shall have the 
privilege of picking the open run or keeping hidher own run. 
32. OVERTIME WORK 
A. Operators shall not be required to work overtime. except when i t  may be necessary to 
f i l l  gaps in lines which have occurred through no fault of the Company by reason of 
breakdown, obstruction of the lines or similar causes. and in  no case to exceed one 
roundtrip, or unless it  becomes necessary by reason of failure of relief to appear, and in 
this instance, the official i n  charge shall so arrange that no more than one roundtrip 
(suburban) shall be required. and i n  no instance not more than one round-trip in the 
city, except on lines where running time is less than forty-five (45) minutes. In such 
cases. it shall be two (2) round trips. 
B. Intervening Time: Regular operators working extra work assignments over and after 
their scheduled runs. shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for the actual 
overtime work. or a minimum of two ( 2 )  hours pay. whichever is greater. (Straight 
time will be paid for intervening time of less than one ( 1 )  hour from completion of 
their scheduled run to start of extra work.) 
33. JOURNEY TIAIE AND TRAVEL TIME 
Operators who are relieved at points other than dispatcher's office. and who journey for a distance for 
the purpose of depositing their daily receipts. shall be paid scheduled running time between the 
dispatcher's office and relief points. 
Reliefs who travel to points a distance from dispatcher's office and who are compelled to sign out at 
the dispatcher's office. shall be paid for the scheduled running time between the dispatcher's office 
and relief points. 
34. REPORT TIME 
Operators taking regular scheduled buses from parape shall be required to report five (5) minutes 
before starting time to see that their buses are properly equipped and to properly precheck their buses. 
shall receive five (5) minutes extra time added to their daily schedule at the regular rate. An operator 
making a tirst relief at any point shall likewise receive live (5) minutes report time daily. 
The he-minute report allowance shall be increased to six minutes effective with the Summer 1995 
pick. 
35. CASH-IN TIME 
No allowances shall be made to bus operators for cash-in and tum-in duties. unless the same is required. 
36. TRADING OF RUNS 
When regular operators or tripper operators are allowed to trade runs for the purpose of gettins through 
early, they shall not be compelled to work longer than scheduled time of run traded. or the work that 
they agree to do. 
No operator will be allowed to trade runs permanently but may trade temporarily by mutual agreement 
and with the consent of the official in charge. 
No regular operators shall exchange hisher runs for the intention of performing charter work. 
Person driving the run is responsible for everythinp to do with the run. 
37. SLIPS (MISSES) 
A slip (miss) shall consist of an absolute failure to report on time. 
(For operators making reliefs only.) In cases where buses are delayed for any reasons 
that operators cannot reach their relief points on time. and that bus was due at the relief 
point at least ten minutes before the operator was due to relieve. and the operator has 
called radio control to inform radio control that the bus will be late. and he or she 
misses their relief. no slip shall be charged against them and they shall be allowed to 
make their relief as soon as possible at the regular relief point with no loss of time. 
When operators are to make reliefs at places other than the garage and are unable to 
reach relief points. they shall notify the dispatcher or official in charge of  their 
inability and reason one ( I )  hour before relief time. In cases where operators are due to 
take buses from the garage and are unable to reach garage to take out said bus. such 
operator shall notify official in charge thirty (30) minutes or more before the time 
scheduled to leave the garage. Such notice shall be made in person. by messenger, or 
by telephone. Such operators will not be charged with a slip (miss). 
DELAYED BUSES 
Operators who are driving buses that are delayed shall be relieved at regular relief points except when 
an emergency arises. and he paid until relieved. Operators who have reponed to relieve these buses 
shall be paid for their tinie at regular rate. 
39. DISCIPLINE-DAYS OFF 
Operators who are disciplined shall not be required to repon for work on the day of discipline. 
40. ACCIDENT REPORTS 
Operators \\.ill receive one-half (112) hour of straight-time pay for making out accident. incident, 
witness. personal injury. and property damage reports. 
41. STUDENT INSTRUCTION 
There shall be a class of operators called student instructors. Student instructors shall be chosen by 
seniority. must satisfactorily coniplete a trainins course and niust instruct according toapproved training 
methods. Student instructors shall be paid one dollar (51.00) per hour over and above their regular 
rate of pay while instructing. 
42. LOSS OF COhiPANY FUNDS 
Operators carryins Conipan! funds will be protected against loss by insurance coverage at Company 
espense. 
43. OPERATOR'S WORK 
No one but an operator shall drive a vehicle in revenue service. 
44. DAY-OFF WORK 
Any operator working on regular day off shall be paid from the time of reporting until operator 
excused, except as provided in Section 50 on Charters. Operator will be paid at the rate of time ar 
one-half. This is not to be construed that any operator is compelled to work on day off. In the eve1 
the operator shall be called in to work on regular day off. he or she shall be guaranteed a minimum ( 
two (2) hours work and if there is less than two (2) hours work. shall be guaranteed a minimum of tw 
(2) hours pay and in the event he or she works more than two ( 2 )  hours. he or she shall be paid fro1 
the time of reporting until excused at the rate hereinbefore stated. 
The overtime rate will not be paid to an operator voluntarily working on hisher day(s) off if th 
operator was absent from work during his/herregularly scheduled workweek. In this case, the operatc 
will be paid as if it were a regular working day (straight-time rate) until such time as the hours worke 
on the day(s) off equal the hours absent during the workweek and shall receive pay at the overtim 
rate for the balance of work performed on that day. 
Articles contained in the following (Articles 45-49 Work Rules) -Ad hoc committees will beestablished 
consisting of three Union and three Non-Union members to discuss work rule changes. Committel 
to meet monthly or more frequently. if needed. Any recommended changes resulting from the committa 
will be reduced to writing and are subject to the approval of both parties. 
45. EXTRA OPERATORS AND GUARANTEED WORK RULES 
All extra operators shall be guaranteed a minimum of eight (8) hours pay daily for fivc 
(5) days each week. To receive this guaranteed minimum. extra operators shall repor 
twice daily between the hours of 4:35 a.m. and within a thirteen-hour (13) cycle. i l  
requested. An extra operator finishing late work between 11:OO p.m. and midnight anc 
given an early show up the following day. shall have the privilege of making that shou 
up or making a 10:00 a.m. show up and working late work for that day. 
"Show-Up Rules". An extra operator who shows up and reports as requested for four 
(4) days shall receive a guarantee of four (I) eight (8) hour days compured on a daily 
basis; for three (3)  days shall receive a guarantee of three (3) eight (8)  hour days 
computed on a daily basis. for two (2)  days shall receive a guarantee of two (2) eight 
(8) hour aays computed on a daily basis. and for one ( I )  day shall receive a guarantee 
of eight (8) hours. 
Extra operators reporting at 5 a.m. or before shall not be required to work after 6 p.m. 
Operators reporting after 5 a.m. shall not be required to work after a thirteen (13) hour 
cycle. Extras reporting between 6:30 a.m. and before 9 a.m. shall not be required to 
work after 730 p.m. except in an emergency. Any show up at 9 a.m. or after is to work 
late work, but shall not be required to work beyond a thirteen (13) hour cycle. except 
that the latest p.m. show up shall work the latest runs which are on call that day. All 
late show ups on any assignment shall. upon completion of such assignment. report 
back to the dispatcher to be excused for the day. Extra operators shall receive pay at 
the rate of time and one-half after eight (8) hours of actual work in any one day. exclusive 
of reporting and cash-in time. but including journey time. Extra operators shall likewise 
receive time and one-half for all time required to be on duty after a spread of ten and 
one-half ( 10- 112) hours. 
All items of pa! shall be credited i n  computing the daily guarantee to extra 
operators except as follows: 
1.  The premium o f  half-time for overtime and excessive spread shall not be credited 
toward the eight (8) hours. 
2. Half of the s t raight- t ime pay for reports and cash-ins shall not be credited 
toward the eight (8) hours daily guarantee. 
3. The accident-report-allowance time shall not be credited toward the eight ( 8 )  
hours daily guarantee. 
E. Extra operators operating scheduled runs shall be covered by the same outside time 
allowance as regular operators. 
46. IDLE TIME 
Operators who are held for show ups to protect the board. will be paid for all time held up to 6:00 p.m. 
at one-half of their regular hourly rate. and this will be known as "ldleThe". ldle time will apply to 
minimum time on the basis of two (2) hours idle time being the equivalent of one ( I )  hour regular 
time. The second and subsequent show ups on the same day shall be paid for at the straight-time rate. 
This time will apply to minimum time on the full-time basis. After an operator is assigned to work for 
the day, he or she will not be paid for any breaks berween jobs. ldle time must not be counted in 
totaling time for the eight (8)  hour drop of rotating board. nor is i t  to be counted in computing ovenime 
over eight (8) hours. Extra operators on show up. if given %:ark that stans two (2) hours after the 
scheduled show up. will be given at leas1 two (2) hours time. Idle time will be paid'at the straight- 
time rate after an interval of two (2) hours. 
47. REVOLVING BOARD 
A. All a.m. extra operators receiving eight hours or more in pieces of  work o r  a 
complete run in one day. shall drop and revolve on the extra board. Working pieces 
of work that total less than eight hours. even though those pieces of work normally 
make up a complete run. would not drop an extra operator on the board for that day. 
Late show-up operators shall move up on the board regardless of  time worked that 
day. Any extra operator that slips prior to 6:00 p.m. will drop on the board. 
B. The extra board will operate as follows: 
A.M. show-ups will be assigned beginning with the extra operator at the top 
of the board. P.M. show-ups will be assigned beginning with the extra operator 
follo\ving the last a.m. show-up or last signed up tripper. if  any. 
On Sundays and Holidays (including Jewish holidays). all A.M. runs and 
trippers will he assigned to the estra operators following the last A.M. show-up 
and before the first P.M. show-up. These pieces of work will be signed up by 3:00 
P.M. of the previous day. 
When there is an A.M. run out of an extra operator's cycle. helshe will be offered 
the run intact. bur must work the first half if an overtime operator is not 
available. 
Operators called in for extra work on their regular work day that catch a full 
run which conflicts with their regular work. will work only the first half. Ovenime operators 
cannot refuse any work. 
All day estras. if operating. will be called intact except for an emergency, 
All late runs trill be cul!ed intact except in an emergency. 
Al! P.M. work shall be ass iped  so that the operator first up on the board shall 
he ;issigned the la r~es t  piecr of  work or combination of pieces of work within his 
her c!:cle. 
C. A list of A.M. and P.M. trippers shall be available in the Dispatch Office. 
48. AUTOMATIC SHOW-UPS 
Operators assigned to early work who fail to cover such assignments will be automatically a 10:O 
A.M. or 1 :00 P.M. show up. However. as long as the 10-hour rule affects RTS, see special agreemer 
effective 311 193. 
An operator working after twelve midnight shall not be required to report for work until 1 :00 p.m. th: 
day. Any extra operator working until 2 0 0  a.m. or thereafter shall, on request. be granted a ?:O c 
3:00 p.m. show-up that day. 
49. RESERVE OPERATORS 
Extra operators who are required to report for any work after 6:00 p.m. shall receive pay from 6:O 
p.m. until completion of such work or until released from show up and shall be paid for at least two (2 
hours. This applies to reserve operators only. 
The Company will have the right to assign only the number of extra operators i t  deems necessary t( 
the night reserve board. with such assignments being made to extra operators who have sufficien 
remaining cycle time to perform the work. 
50. CHARTER WORK 
A. All Charters 
1. All charters of eight (8) hours duration or more shall be assigned to operators thc 
day before, beginning with the operator at the top of the extra board. However, ir 
the case of a charter contracted for after the board is posted, such charter assignmen1 
will be given to the first operator on the extra board in hislher cycle. If no extrz 
operator is available, the job will be assigned to an available regular operator. Ir: 
the event more than one ( I )  regular operator is available, the job will be assigned 
according to seniority. An operator may refuse such a charter and take position on 
the extra board. If a charter is cancelled after being assigned, the operator will 
take position on the extra board and shall not have any claim to work that he or she 
may have missed. Hislher position for the day will be following the last show-up 
prior to the pullout time of the charter and no operator on show-up can pass work 
to this operator. All other extra operator work provisions, including a 13-hour 
cycle, will apply to this operator. 
2. All charter operators will be required to load and unload customers' baggage. On transfer 
moves such as between the airport and hotels. a three dollar($3.00) baggage handling charge 
will be paid. On one-way summer camp moves. a three dollar and tifty cent ($3.50) baggage 
handling charge will be paid. On two-way moves, seven dollars ($7.00) will be paid for 
baggage handling. 
3. When a number of buses are ordered on a charter operation, and some are found to be not 
needed after the buses are sent out, operators will be sent in according to their extra board 
seniority for that day. Operators will be informed upon receiving their charter work of their 
position for that day and change buses to maintain their seniority. 
4. Operators will be compensated for allowable expenses on charters. 
5.  No regular operator shall exchange hislher runs for the intention of performing charter work. 
B. Local Charters 
Achaner within a sixty (60) mile radius of the garage will be designated as a local charter. 
I. The rate of pay on local charters will be the prevailing line rate plus all provisions for 
ovenime pay and spread time. Provisions for meal allowance will not apply to local charters. 
2. Local chaners will be paid overtime after eight (8) hours. 
C. Over The Road Charters 
A charter beyond a sixty-mile radius of the garage will be designated as an over the road charter 
I. The base rate for over the road chaners will be $10.45 per hour. All da~-off operator! 
will be guaranteed time and one-half of the over the road charter rate. Extra 
operators working on over the road charters on their regular day will be guaranteed 
their prevailing Company straight-time rate. A day-off operator, protecting the 
board. may pass an over the road charter to another day-off operator if one is 
available. The base charter rare will be adjusted at the same ratio as the top 
operator's rate. 
2. Shon over the road chaners of less than three (3) hours duration will pa!. a minimum 
guarantee of three (3) hours. Over the road charters of seven (7) or more hours 
will pay a minimum guarantee of eight (8) hours. 
3. The meal allowance for over the road charters will be $3.50 for breakfast. $ 3 . 3  
for lunch. and $7.00 for dinner. To be entitled to breakfast allowance. a charter 
must depan from the garage prior to 6:00 a.m. To be entitled to dinner allowance. 
a charter must return to the garage later than 7:00 p.m. 
D. Overnight Charters 
1.  A minimum guarantee of nine (9) hours will be paid for each day exclusive of the first and 
last days of a multi-day charter. On the first and last days. a minimum guarantee of eight 
(8) hours will be paid. 
2. Subsistence on overnight charters will be a flat rate of $40.00 per day to cover the cost of 
each night's lodging plus three meals. 
51. PAY RATES - BUS OPERATORS 
A. The hourly rates to be paid to bus operators hired before May 1, 1994. shall be as follows: They 
shall be the same as the bus operators top rate i n  Article 5 IE. 
B. Bus operators hired on or after May I, 1994. and befo~e January 15.1995, shall be paid according 
to the following schedule: 
Effective 
Time in 
Service 01/01/98 01/01/99 01/01/00 04/01/00 12/01/00 01/01/01 
Oto 11 mos. $11.75 $13.10 $13.23 $1 3.53 $13.67 $14.08 
13 to 24 mos. 13.60 13.98 14.11 14.43 14.58 15.02 
25 to 36 mos. 11.45 11.85 11.99 15.33 15.49 15.95 
37 to 48 mos. 15.30 15.72 15.88 16.21 16.40 16.89 
Over 48 mos. 17.00 17.47 17.64 18.01 18.22 18.77 
C. Bus operators hired on or after January 15. 1995. shall be paid according to the following schedule: 
Time in 
Service -- 01/01/98 03/01/99 01/01/00 03/01/00 12/01/00 01/01/01 
Orol1mos. $11.90 $12.23 $ 12.35 $ 12.63 $ 11.75 $13.14 
13 to 24 mos. 12.75 13.10 13.13 13.53 13.67 14.08 
25 to 36 mos. 13.60 13.98 14.1 1 14.43 14.58 15.02 
37 to 48 mos. 14.13 11.85 14.99 15.33 15.49 15.95 
49 to 60 nios. 16. IS 16.60 16.76 17.14 17.31 17.83 
Over 60 mos. 1 7.00 17.17 17.64 18.04 18.22 18.77 
D. Bus operators hired on or after January 15.1995. shall be paid according to the following schdul~ 
Time in Service 
0- 12 months. .................. ..709 of top rate 
13-24 months.. .................. 759 of top rate 
25-36 months .................... 809  of top rate 
37-48 months .................... 85% of top rate 
49-60 months .................... 95% of top rate 
Over 60 months.. .............. 1009 of top rate 
E. The bus operator's top rate shall be as follows: 
Operator's Top 
Effective Date Hourlv Wage Rate 
January 1. 1998 $17.00 
April I .  1999 17.47 
January 1,2000 17.64 
April 1.2000 18.03 
December 1.2000 18.22 
April 1.2001 18.77 
52. UNIFORM ALLOWANCE 
The Company shall pay bus operators one-hundred sixty five dollars ($1 65) per year toward uniform! 
to be divided into quarterly payments to be made to a uniform house selected by the Company. To tK 
eligible for the uniform allowance. an operator must be employed by the Company at least ninety (90: 
days and must work at least one day of the quarter. A maximum of three-hundred dollars ($300) ma) 
be accumulated for the uniform allowance. Up to 5 0 9  of the annual uniform allowance may be used 
for dry cleaning of uniforms. 
An operator may elect to receive a portion of hislher uniform allowance to pay for the renewal cost of 
hislher Commercial Drivers License (CDL). An operator will have this option only in years when his1 
her CDL is subject to renewal. The Company will establish rules and procedures to implement and 
administer this paragraph. 
53. 19A PHYSICAL 
Company to pay a minimum of two (2) hours straight time for all operators taking a 19A physical at 
a site off the main propeny If the actual time for the physical exceeds two hours. opentor will be 
paid for the excess time if the excess time is not the fault of the operator (employee). If in the future 
19A physicals are conducted at the main propeny. a minimum of one hour straight time will be paid. 
and time in excess of one hour will be paid if  excess time is not the fault of the employee. 
54. PART-TIME OPERATORS 
A. Part-time bus operators shall be covered by only those provisions specifically set 
forth in this Section or referred to by Section number and topic as follows: 
Section 1 - 
Section 2 - 
Section 3 - 
Section 4 - 
Section 5 - 
Section 6 - 
Section 7 - 
Section 8 - 
Section 9 - 
Section 10 - 
Conformity to Law Clause 
Management Rights 
Recognition of Union 
Treatment with the Union 
Grievances 
DisciplinelDischarge 
Clean Record Rule 
Arbitration 
Prohationary Period (eight hours work equal to one day) 
Check Oft' 
-19-  
Section ll.J - 
Section 14 - 
Section 23 - 
Section 24 - 
Section 33 - 
Section 34 - 
Section 35 - 
Section 37 - 
Section 38 - 
Section 40 - 
Section 52 - 
Section 53 - 
Felonious Assault Insurance 
Free Transponation (employee only) 
Appearances on Company Behalf 
Pay Day 
Journey Time and Travel Time 
Report Time 
Cash-in Time 
Slips (Misses) 
Delayed Buses 
Accident Repons 
Uniform Allowance (after 180 days) 
19A Physical 
Any provision in this Agreement in conflict with these part-time operator provisions. shall be 
superseded by the part-time operator pr~\~isions of this Section of the Agreement. 
The number of part-time operators be limited to ten (10%) percent of the number 
of full-time operators ernployed. 
A part-time operator will not regularly be scheduled to work more than thirty (30) 
hours per week. Part-time operators may exceed the limit of thiny (30) hours per week 
in the event of emergency situations due to weather or due to vehicle breakdown or 
when no full-time operator is available. 
Wage rates for part-time operators will be the same as those applicable to full-time 
operators. including the applicable progression schedule. I n  the application of the 
progression schedule to part-time operators, 173 hours worked will be equivalent to 
one month. 
A part-time operator will perform work as assigned to himiher by the Company. subject 
to the limits set fonh in paragraph C above. The Company shall have sole discretion in  
making assignments to part-time operators. and such assignments need not be offered 
initially to full-time operators and thus are no longer available for bidding by full-time 
operators. 
Part-time operators shall not be eligible for pay parantees or penalty pay provisions. 
Part-time operators shall not be eligible for paid leave or other fringe benefits applicable 
to full-time operators. except as specifically provided in this section. 
When full-time positions become a\,ailable. they shall be offered first to part-time 
operators' seniority. 
Part-time operators shall not accrue seniority. A part-time operator who applies for 
and is accepted for employment as a full-time operator shall. for all purposes, accrue 
seniority onl!. from the date of histher hire as a full-time operator. 
I n  accordance tvith the requirements of law, part-time operators shall be covered by 
the Social Security Act. as amended. for so long as the same is applicable. Part-time 
operators will be covered by the requirements of other applicable l a w .  such as the 
New York State Disability Benefit Law. and the New York State Workers' Conipensation 
La\\: to the extent required by law. 
No full-time bus operator shall be laid oft' while p;trt-time bus operators are ernployed. 
In the event of a reduction in force. full-time hus operators will be given the option of 
selecting available part-time assignments i n  preference to lay oft'. thus displacing the 
part-time incumbents. A full-time bus operators' recall rights will not be affected by 
the election or nun-election of a part-time assignment after layoff. Recall rights of a 
full-time or part-time bus operator will expire after a period equal to an employel 
service with the Company. or two (2) years, whichever is greater. 
K. Effective April I .  1999. pan-time operators will become eligible for participation 
the retirement pension .plan on completion of one full year of servic 
55. MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT 
A. Effective November 1 .  1975. the Maintenance Department will be divided into t l  
categories. Mechanical and Non-Mechanical. 
Mechanics shall be defined as Technician I (First Class Mechanic). Technician 
(Mechanic Second Class). and Technician 111 (Helper). 
Non-Mechanical shall be defined as Laborer. Watchman. Janitor. Truck Driver, Wash1 
Placer. and Vehicle Service. 
All new hires or transfers on or after November 1, 1975 shall be placed in one catego 
or the other with seniority promotional rights only within their category. 
Employees hired before November 1. 1975 will retain the present promotional r igh~ 
which allows for and gives preference for movement from the Non-Mechanical to 11 
Mechanical categories. 
Any Non-Mechanical employees desiring to move into a mechanical position will 1 
permitted to do so  based on qualifications. and with the understanding that they will 1 
given a minimum of fifteen (15) days and a maximum of forty-five (45) days tri 
period. In the event that they fail during the trial period, they will have bumping righ 
back to the non-mechanical category. 
Consideration will be given to disabled employees from other departments for NC 
Mechanical positions provided their disability does not hamper them from performin 
the Non-Mechanical position to its fullest extent. 
B. Upon resignation. discharge or retirement of a presently higher rate non-mechanic: 
employee. the replacement for such employee will be at the lower prevailing wag 
scale provided the replacement is changing job title. 
C. The work week for all employees in the Maintenance Department shall be on the bas1 
of an eight (8)  hour day and five (5) days per week. forty (40) hours per week. A 
work over and above eight (8) hours daily and on designated days off shall be paid fc 
on the basis of time and one-half. Days off shall be consecutive where possible. 
D. Overtime in the Maintenance Department will be handed out by seniority to the availabl 
employees within the various vacation boards. (Currently they are: Overhaul Shor 
Body Shop. Buildings and Grounds-Mechanical. Garage Days. Garage Nights, No 
mechanical Days. Non-Mechanical Nights. and Building and Grounds Non Mechanical.) 
I .  Changes in the definitions of the existing vacation boards (i.e., the number o 
hoards and the types of employees assigned to them) will be subject to apreemen 
between the company and the union. 
2. When Maintenance employees are called from their home for emergency work, it shall b 
by seniority within the vacation boards. 
3. Employees may be brought in through pre-arrangement one hour early to star 
their shift re~ardless  of seniority except that seniority shall prevail where two o 
more employees start at the same time and essentially perform the same type o 
work. In addition. an employee(s) may be kept regardless of seniorit: 
approximately tuco hours. but not to exceed two hours and I5 minutes, after t h ~  
end of hisfher shift to endeavor to finish a job they had been working on (at least 
30 minutes or more) prior to the end of their shift. 
4. Any work assigned less than 30  minutes prior to the end of their shift xi11 be 
offered in seniority within the vacation boards to the employees on dut!.. Said 
work will not be longer than 2 hours and 15 minutes from the end of their shift. 
except in the case of road work. 
5. Any work over two hours and 15 minutes will be offered in seniority as previousl! 
stated within the various vacation boards. 
6. If no mechanic in Garage Nights is available for night overtime work. then it \ \ i l l  
be offered in seniority to mechanics in Garage Days. If no mechanic in Garase 
Days is available for day overtime work. then i t  will be oftered in seniority to 
mechanics in Garage Nights. 
7. If no employee in Non-Mechanical Nights is available for night overtime worl.  
then it will be offered in seniority first to the employees In Son-Mechanical 
Days. If no employee in Non-Mechanical Days is a\.ailable for the work. then it 
will be offered in seniority to  the employees in Buildings and Grounds Non 
Mechanical. 
8. Before the Company starts to assign overtime. i t  must first determine what the 
overtime will be and how many employees are required and then assign work 
until those requirements are met. even though this means continuins from the 
night employees to the day employees or the day employees to the night employees. 
9. When employee(s) work hours are changed to attend classes or receive training. 
such change shall constitute their regular work assignments for that day. Those 
employee(s) shall retain their seniority rights in respect to extra work within their 
respective vacation boards. 
10. When the Company determines that they want a whole vacation board to work. 
they may ask the whole vacation board and stop asking at the end o f  the 
vacation board. without regards to how many sk~ts  are unfilled. 
11 .  When weekend work is offered to employees who are off on Sat. &: Sun.. the 
employees on this vacation board who are off weekdays. will be able to work 
comparable days off. (Example - Sat. gi Sun. off- work offered Sat. Tue. gi Wed. 
off - work offered Tue.) 
E. When garage employees are called from their homes for emergency work, they shall 
be paid at the overrime rate. but at no time shall this he less than five (5) hours for time 
worked outside their regular hours. 
F. When garage employees. between November 1st and April 1st. are required to go out 
on wrecking work, they shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half. Garage employees 
who are required to go out on wrecking work while performing overtime work at time 
and one-half. shall be paid an additional half time rate. Wrecking work is defined as 
work that requires the bus to be lifted up with the use of a boom and chains attached to 
the underside of the bus. Only Technician I or Technician I1 shall perform mechanical 
work on the road or retrieve crippled buses, unless more than one employee is required. 
in which case the additional employee or employees may be a Technician 111. 
G. The daily hours of work to be so arranged as to suit existing local conditions. 
H. When a maintenance employee is performing the work of a higher classification. he she shall 
receive the higher rate of wages. 
Any mechanical employee. who in the course of twelve (12) consecutive months works 
more than eight-hundred eighty (880) hours in a job classification that is higher than 
histher regular classification. will be automatically ele\ated to the higher classification 
on a permanent basis. 
All promotions. transfers. or reduction in force in the entire Maintenance Department 
shall be based on general seniority if the employees are qualified. In the event that a 
vacancy in a job exists and promotion for which job the employee shall he eligible hy 
virtue of seniority. such employee shall he given not less than thirty (30) days nor more than 
(60) days to qualify for such job. Employees. if unable to qualify. shall not be given a trial for 
another job until after six (6) months. 
All employees in the Mechanical Department shall have the privilege of hidding on a 
Technician Ill's job classification in preference to a newly hired employee. Vacancies 
shall be posted at the time clocks in the departments. 
The Company agrees that a list of the employees in the Maintenance Department \vith 
their classification and rates of pay shall be posted in all departments and that any and 
all promotions with rhe classifications thereof. shall likewise be listed and posted. 
When an employee signs for a vacancy for a job and is called to discuss qualificarions 
with the official in charge. a Union representative. if the employee so desires. may be 
present. 
Before Maintenance Department jobs are filled from the outside, the opening \rill  be 
posted for Transportation Department employees. In order to bid on the job. the 
Transportation Depanment employee must be qualified to perform theiob. 
When i t  is necessar! to reduce the force. preference for recall will be given employees 
laid off before ne\v hires are employed. according to their general seniority. if they are 
qualified. Recall rights will expire after a period equal to an employee's service with 
the Company. or two (2)  years. whrhever is greater. 
It shall be the responsibility of an! employee \vho has heen furloughed to notify the 
Company of any change of address and upon iotificat~on of recall by the Company. 
such employee must a n s n w  such notification within seventy-two (71) hours if he or 
she is to be considered. 
Five ( 5 )  minutes shall he alln\ved at night for the purpose of washing up and 
makin: out the necessary time cards. Effective upon execution o f  agreement .  
Technicians shall he allowed to make up at the end of the day for tardiness at the start 
of the da!: up to a cumulative total of 15 minutes for the entire calendar quarter. 
The Company agrees to furnish coals and boots or overshoes to employees doing 
\\.orb on \vet or snow-cwered equipment. including rubher gloves. full-length or short 
length coats. and masks for those doin: cyclone-cleaner work. This provision shall 
apply to bus washers and maintenance crews. 
In cases where buses are delayed by accident or hlockade, so [hat employees necessarily 
arri\.inp on same cannot reach their place of employment on time. the question of  
payment of losr time shall be taken up for aLljustment bet\r.een the head of the department 
and the Union. except that no inference shall he drawn from this section that the 
Compan! is responsible tor payment of time off. 
Employees in garages shall be classil'ied as Technician I. Technician 11. and Technician 
111. ?;n one doing ni;ljor repairs shall he classified lower than Technician 11. and shall 
be paid a~~ordingl!.. Employees doing major overhauling shall not be classified lower 
than 3 Technician I. and shall he paid accordingly. 
It is understood that all mechanical employees will be expected and obligated to perform 
all work assigned to them within their classification. 
S. Only garage employees do garage work. 
T. All employees working the paint shop who clean and sand down buses shall be deemed 
Technician 111. 
U. The mechanical employees. who are classified as Technician I .  Technician 11. and 
Technician 111 shall furnish their own tools to perform their work. The Company shall 
pay these employees twenty-eight dollars ($28.00) per rnonth. effective Januar!. I .  
1998: $31.00 per month, effective April 1 .  1999: and $34.00 per month effective Apri! 
1,  2000, to compensate them for the use of their tools. Employees to receive this 
allowance must be in the service of the Company thiny (30) days and have the proper 
tools to perform the jobs assigned to them unless otherwise provided by the Company. 
Employees not required to furnish tools shall not receive tool allowance regardless o i  
classification. No deduction shall be made unless an employee is off one ( I )  iuil  month. 
No deduction while on vacation. 
V. All employees represented by this contract shall be permitted to be absent for a period nor 
exceeding thiny (30) consecutive days in any year. providing competent employees are available 
to fill their positions. Application for such leave of absence must be made ten ( 10) days prior to 
the time such leave of absence is to begin. Employees off on sick leave or leave of absence shall 
not take any other employment without the consent of the Company and the Union. 
56. HOURLY WAGE RATES- 
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT 
Effective: 
01/01/98 04/01/99 01/01/00 01/01/00 12/01/00 
Technician I 17.86 18.35 18.53 18.95 19.14 
Technician 11 17.43 17.91 18.09 18.50 18.69 
Technician 111 17.16 17.63 17.81 18.2 1 18.39 
57. HOURLY RATES-NON-MECHANICAL 
A. Employees hired on or after May I .  1994. 
Effective: 
0 110 1/98 0 9 0 110 1/00 01/0 1/00 11/01/00 
Placer 10.11 10.42 10.52 10.76 10.87 
Bus Washer 10. I1 10.42 10.52 10.76 10.87 
Laborer 10.14 10.42 10.52 10.76 10.87 
Janitor 9.15 9.10 9.19 9.70 9.80 
Watchman 9. I5 9.10 9.49 9.70 9.80 
Truck Driver 15.13 15.55 13.7 1 16.06 16.22 
B. Employees hired on or after November 1 .  1979. and before May 1 .  1991. 
Effective: 
01/01/98 01/01/99 01/01/00 W/131/00 12/01/00 
Placer 14.85 15.26 15.1 1 15.76 15.92 
Bus Washer 11.85 I526 15.4 1 15.76 15.92 
Laborer 14.85 15.26 15.11 15.76 15.92 
Janitor 11.59 11.99 15.11 15.48 15.63 
Watchman 11.59 14.99 15.11 15.18 15.63 
Truck Driver 15. I! 15.55 15.7 1 I 6.Oh 1 h.12 
C. Employees hired prior to November 1. 1979. 
Effective: 
01/01/98 04/01/99 01/01/00 01/01/00 12/01/00 MlOllOl 
Placer 17.1 1 17.58 17.76 18.16 18.34 18.89 
Bus Washer 16.97 17.39 17.56 17.96 18.14 18.68 
Laborer 16.81 17.30 1 7.47 17.86 18.04 18.58 
Janitor 16.96 17.43 17.60 18.00 18.18 18.73 
Watchman 16.89 17.35 17.57 17.91 18.09 18.63 
Truck Driver 17.00 17.47 17.64 18.01 18.20 18.77 
58. MAINTENANCE UNIFORMS AND SAFETY SHOES 
CLOTHING ALLOWANCE. The Company will contribute seven dollars ($7)  per 
person per week for a maintenance department uniform. The Union will choose the 
uniform house. and negotiate the price. and location of Company name in cooperation 
with the Cornpany. The wearing of the uniform shall be required. Each employee will 
be reimbursed 570 toward one Carhsn type coat once every tive (5) years. The Company 
and Union will jointly select the type ofcoat to be purchased for use on the job. 
SHOE ALLOWANCE. Effective January 1 ,  1998. the Company will pay up to one 
hundred dollars ($100) per year to all Maintenance employees toward the purchase of 
steel-toed safety shoes. The safety shoe allowance shall be increased to one-hundred 
and five dollars (SIOS). effective April 1 .  1999. A receipt will be required. A maximum 
of two hundred and forty dollars ($240) may be accumulated for the safety shoe 
allowance. beginning January 1.  1999. The wearing of steel-toed safety shoes will be 
mandatory for all Maintenance Department employees. 
A Maintenance Departrnent employee who is required by the Company to have a 
Commercial Drivers License (CDL). may elect to receive a portion of hisfher safety 
shoe allowance to pay for the renewal cost of the CDL. An employee will have this 
option only in years when hisfher CDL is subject to renewal. The Company will 
establish rules and procedures to implement and administer this paragraph. 
VEHICLE SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
The work week for all employees of the Vehicle Service Department shall be on the 
basis of eight (8)  hours per day and five (5)  days per week. The daily hours of work 
shall be regulated by the requirements of the department. All work over and above 
eight (8) hours daily shall be paid for on the basis of time and one-half. 
Preference will be given to disqualified employees for the Vehicle Service Department. 
Employees entering the depanment must be qualified by the Company Doctor. 
The work in this department will include the washing of buses and the operation of the 
cyclone cleaner. 
The Company shall furnish coats and boots or overshoes to employees doing work on 
wet or snow-covered equipment, rubber gloves. full-length or short-length coats and 
masks for those doing cyclone cleaner work and such other equipment necessary to 
perform the work assigned. 
Employees in this depanment may bid on fueling and washing jobs that are open. 
Vehicle Service employees may be used for fueling buses, outside washing or motor 
cleaning, and will be paid at the washer's rate. 
Seniority of employees in the Vehicle Service Department will be based from the time 
they enter the Department. except that the seniority accumulated by entering the 
Department. for the purpose of establishing pension rights and vacation rights. shall 
not be disturbed. 
H. The number of employees in the Vehicle Service Department will be governed by the 
requirements of the Department. 
I. The hourly rate of pay for Vehicle Service employees shall be as follows: 
AS of 111198 As of 4/1/99 As of 111100 As of 4lllO@ As of 1211100 A s  nf l / l  01 
Those hired 
before 
11/1179 16.73 17.19 17.36 17.75 17.9.; 18.47 
Those hired 
on or after 
J1/1/79 and 
before 5/1/94 14.85 15.26 15.4 1 15.76 15.92 16.40 
nose  hired 
on or after 
rn 10.14 10.42 10.52 10.76 10.87 1 1.20 
Disabled 
drivers 
 ans sf erred to 
Service 15.85 16.29 16.45 16.S? 16.99 17.50 
All provisions o f  the Maintenance Department section shall also apply to this 
department. 
60. COST-OF-LIVING 
(This Section is reproduced below as it appeared in the 1987-1990 Agreement. However. the 
Company and the Union agree that this "Section 60, COST-OF-LIVING" shall be inactive. 
There will be no COLA adjustments.) 
On February I .  1989, May 1,  1989. and August 1 .  1989. in addition to the aforementioned hourly 
rates, there shall be added to the base rate a cost-of-living adjustment of one cent ($.O I) for each three 
tenths (.3) of a point increase in the cost-of-living for the previous quaner. based on the National 
Consumer Price Index new series (Based 1957-1959=100). as published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. A maximum of five cents (S.05) per adjustment will be paid. 
On February 1. 1990, and May 1, 1990. cost-of-living adjustment will also be made using the 
aforementioned formula and restrictions. 
Any cost-of-living increase once granted shall remain in force and effect for the duration of this 
contract. 
61. PENSION AND RETIREMENT BENEFITS 
PENSION 
1 Increase percentage used for calculating maximum monthly benefit from 1 . 3 9  to 
1.54. 
1 $37.00 for employees retiring from November I .  1995 through October 31. 1996. 
$38.00 for employees retiring on or after November I .  1996. and $44.00 for employees 
retiring on or after January 1, 1998, provided that if increased contributions above the 
1.5% to be contributed by both Company and employees are required to fund these 
benefits on an appropriate basis that will keep the fund sound with adequate resources 
and reserves as determined by the plan actuary, employee contributions will first be 
I 
I increased by up to 0.5% as needed. after which any further required contributions shall be split evenly between the Company and employees on a percentage basis. If the plan's surplus (unfunded actuarial accrued liability) based upon the Actuary's Annual i Valuation Report is equal to or greater than $3.200.000. the parties will reopen 
t negotiations for pension benefit changes for the contract. Upon reaching this amount the parties may negotiate changes in  pension benefits which may include use of the 
I 
f plan surplus. This provision, including the surplus amount contained herein, shall not 
i preclude either party from seeking pension changes through negotiation for successor 
1 agreements. In their negotiations. the parties will take into account the actuary's rel;ort(s) 
i in considering the affordability and advisability of pension benefit changes. 
f A. The Pension Plan as outlined in the Agreement between the Union and the Company 
t dated December 26. 1969 and May 22. 1970. and the Retirement Plan for Assoc~atlon 
employees, dated June 17. 1971. as amended March 20. 1972. and the Retirement Plan 
for Union Employees of Regional Transit Service. Inc.. dated h'ovember 1 .  1976 as 
i amended November 1 .  1979. November 1 .  1989. hovember 1 .  1984. November I .  1987. March 21. 1994 (Binding Determination). and April 18. 1994 (Supplemental 
Binding Determination). shall be considered part of this Agreement. 
'1 1 B Effective No\-ember I .  1994. a retiree who has been on the pension rolls for 20 or 
more years as of November 1 .  1994. shall receive a 10% increase in histher monthly 
. I  pension benefit. After application of the above increase. the minimum monthly 
r' : pension benefit for such retirees shall be Id 150. 
Effective November I, 1995, a retiree who has been on the pension rolls for 10 or 
more years as of November 1 .  1995. shall receive an increase in  histher monthly 
i pension benefit of either 5 9  or $15. whiche\~er is greater. 
! Effective with this Agreement. all retirees retiring prior to January 1. 1998. will have 
i their pension amount increased by 19.  
! C. For retirements on and after November 1 .  1995. the Retirement Plan shall be ; 
amended as f o l l o ~ :  
I .  Retirement allowances shall he based cn a figure representing the average 
of the hishest five (5) calendar years' earnings. 
i 1 / 7. Effective January 1. 1998. the Normal (unreduced) monthly retirement allowance shall be one-twelfth ( 111 2) of an amount representing 1.55 of the average obtained above. multiplied 
t by the employee's years of credited service. I 
3. The minimum Normal (unreduced 1 nionthly retirement allowance per yearof credited service 
shall be 535.00 
I f 4. The maximum Normal (unreduced) monthly retirement allowance per year of credited service shall in no event exceed an dmount equal to: 
1 1  5.77.00 for employees retiring from 1 1/1/95 through 10/31/96; 
1 i S38.00 for employees retiring on or after November 1 .  1996. through December 3 I .  1997. ; 
I 541.00 for employees retiring on or after January I .  1998 
j 5. If an employee is physically or mentally incapable of continuing in the employment of 
1 ;  the Company in the same occupation the participant was performing at the time the 
1 disability occurred and the employee would otherwise qualify for a disability pension. the Company ma!: offer h in i  other employnlent. If. in the judgement of the Company 
i 1 .  j doctor and the employee's doctor. the extent of an employee's physical or mental 
disability is such that he can perform work in another bargaining u n i t  job available I ( 
with and offered by the Company. the ernployee shall be required to accept the substitute 
job. If the Company doctor and the employee's doctor cannot agree. the issue shall be 
submitted to a medical arbitration. Such arbitration shall determine which. if any. of 
the bargaining unit jobs available with and offered by the Cornpany. the employee is 
able to perform. Unless an employee's physical or mental condition changes. there 
will be only one medical arbitration. 
If the Company offers a substitute job to an ernployee under the provisions of this section. i t  
must do so within thirty (30) days of the final determination of the employee's physical or 
mental ability to perform the job. In addition. work in the substitute job must start within such 
thirty (30) day period. 
If an ernployee refuses a substitute job under the terms of this section. hetshe shall not 
be entitled to a pension by reason of physical or mental disability. 
While working in the substitute job. an employee will he paid the same hourly wage rate he was 
receiving in his regular job classification prior to his disability. The ernployee will continue to 
receive this wage rate for the substitute job. unless and until his rate is at the same level as a 
person newly hired into thejob. Until this time. his wage rate shall be frozen. Thereafter he will 
receive the wage rate of the substitute job classification. 
D. An actuary shall prepare annually a report which will include a calculation of the 
contribution required to fund the Plan on a sound actuarial basis. The Cornpany and 
the Union will agree on the assumptions to be used b!. the actuary to calculate the 
contributions required to fund the plan. The par!ies w i l l  take into consideration the 
recommendations of  the actuary. The contribution shall he stated as a percentage of 
earnings for active Members. Members shall contribute 1.55 of histher earnings and 
the Cornpan! shall contribute 1.59 of each Meniher's earnings. If the actuary's report 
determines that additional contributions are necessary. fifty percent (50%) of the 
additional required contrihution will be made hy the Company and fifty percent (505) 
of the additional required contrihution will he niade h\: the Memhers. hy payroll 
deduction. 
For full-time officers and elected hoard memhers. Company and employee contributions. and 
henefit calculations ivill he hased on combined Compan!,Xnion W-2 earnings. The Union will 
provide the Company with a monthly written statement of to:al earnings for full-time officers i 
and elected board rncrnihers. The Union will provide :inn~rally to the Company a copy of W-2 i 
forns for full-tinie Ynion ofticers and elected hoard menihers ior the purpose of verifying the f 
monthly reports. 
62. \'OLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS 
Volunteer firrtighters \r.ill he allowd up to 8 hours per yuaner ior emergency service with no loss of 
pay. Time over S Iiours \ \ . i l l  he considerrdescused ahsence. provided written notice from tire company 
Chief is gi\.en that employee was participating in emergency volunteer service. 
63. TERI\I OF CONTRACT 
This Agreement and provision.\ hereof shall he effective January I .  1998. and shall remain in full 
force 31111 etfict and he hindin; upon the respective pmies. their successors. and assigns hereto until 
Decemhei ?I.  2001. 
On or airer Jmuar! 1. 2002. this contract shall remain in force from year to year, unless either party 
desires to terminate sanie or to change its terms and conditions. in which case. the party desiring such 
termin:ition or ch;inge shall notify the other party in writing of the desired termination or change sixty 
!60 !  da! s prior to the expiration ofthis conlract. or my rrneu.al thereof. and negotiations with reference : 
10 such proposed changw shall comniencr as soon ;is practicable thereafter. 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROV~SION OF THIS 
AGREEME~T REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTIOK TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATloN BY 
AMENDMENT OF LAW. OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS. THEREFORE, 
SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRlATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS 
GIVEN APPROVAL. 
Regional Transit Service, Incorporated 
BY 
DONALD J. RILEY 
Chief Executive Officer 
Amalgamated Transit UnionlLocal282 
Rochester, New York 
BY 
I JOSEPH T. CAREY 
President T 1 By FRANCIS J. FALZONE 
i Business Agent & 
Financial Secretary 
